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.ABSTRACT
In order to explain the application of Operation Research Game theory plays an important part to construct a
Mathematical Model. This paper introduces an idea about Game theoretical idea to prepare a Mathematical
model of human behavior in conflict situation. With the help of this paper we emphasize a problem concept of
two person zero sum game and try to give their solution concept. This paper demonstrates the importance of
matrix to represent of finite two people zero sum game.
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INTRODUCTION:-
Game Theory is a branch of Mathematics where we deal with n player to maximize (minimize) their

profit (loss) in a conflict atmosphere. There are many situations in a real life world; where two or more
persons of opposing nature with conflicting behavior take decisions and decision of one person effect the
strategy of other players. In a Game, action taken by one person depend upon the action taken by other
persons and one player is supposed to play the game in rational manner. According to his conflicting nature he
has to take action and decision against the other players.

Matrix representation of finite two person Zero sum game for n player:
If ∈ × , then matrix representation of two person. Zero sum game for 2 player is given by

A=
⋯⋮ ⋱ ⋮⋯

Where is a utility for player 1,− is a utility for player 2,

m is a number of pure strategies for player 1 and

n is a number of pure strategies for player 2 and player1 is a row player, player 2 is a column player.

Definition:
A point in given matrix game; which is largest in its Coolum and smallest in its corresponding row is

called saddle point. I.e. is a saddle point if is minimum in row and maximum in coloum. Saddle
point maximizes the payoffs for winning player and minimizes the loss for other player. All Game having not
necessary saddle point but if it exists for any game then it is a strategic equilibrium for given game. If there is
no row minimum is equal to maximum column then there is no saddle point.

The Normal form of a zero sum game is a matrix representation of different payoff in which rows
represents player’s 1 strategies and columns represents player’s 2 strategies. If is any element of normal
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form, where i strategy chosen by player 1 and j strategy chosen by player 2, then player1 will try to maximize
it and player 2 will try to minimize it.

Definition:
A strategy with the help of which players can minimize their loss or opponent’s maximum

profit is called minimax strategy and a strategy that maximizes their minimum profit or opponent’s minimum
loss is called maximin strategy.

MODELING A PROBLEM OF GAME:
Suppose there are two companies A and B who want to increase the selling of their product to

maximize their profit or minimize the loss. They having two strategy as H= Maintain the quality and
T=Reduce the cost of product. Both companies can either maintain the quality or reduce the cost. If either
reduces the cost and somehow manages with quality, it hurts the market value of product. So if one reduce the
cost, it’s not good for the one who maintain the quality. If they both maintain the quality, it’s good for both,
but not as good as if both reduce the cost.

SOLUTION CONCEPT OF ABOVE GAME:-

Table-1: Mathematical representation of above problem in matrix form

A
B

H T

H (2,3) (0,0)

T (0,0) (1,2)

Here (2, 3) and (1, 2) are pure strategy Nash equilibrium; because if player A choose strategy H; then player B
having two option either H or T. If player B choose strategy H then he get payoff 3 and if he choose strategy
T; then he get 0 payoffs. So strategy H gives best response to player B. therefore (2, 3) is a pure strategy Nash
equilibrium. If player A choose T; then player B having two optioneither H or T. If player B choose H then he
get payoff 0 and if he choose T; then he get 2 payoffs. So strategy T gives best response to player B. therefore
(1,2) is a pure strategy Nash equilibrium. Hence in above Game theory problem strategy H and T is a pure
strategy for player A and strategy H and T is a pure strategy for player B. strategy pair (2,3) and (1,2) are pure
strategy Nash equilibrium.
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